With the increasing demands for vehicle dynamic performance, economy, safety and comfort, and with ever stricter laws concerning energy conservation and emissions, vehicle power systems are becoming much more complex. To pursue high efficiency and light weight in automobile design, the power system and its vehicle integrated thermal management (VITM) system have attracted widespread attention as the major components of modern vehicle technology. Regarding the internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV), its integrated thermal management (ITM) mainly contains internal combustion engine (ICE) cooling, turbo-charged cooling, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) cooling, lubrication cooling and air conditioning (AC) or heat pump (HP). As for electric vehicles (EVs), the ITM mainly includes battery cooling/preheating, electric machines (EM) cooling and AC or HP. With the rational effective and comprehensive control over the mentioned dynamic devices and thermal components, the modern VITM can realize collaborative optimization of multiple thermodynamic processes from the aspect of system integration. Furthermore, the computer-aided calculation and numerical simulation have been the significant design methods, especially for complex VITM. The 1D programming can correlate multi-thermal components and the 3D simulating can develop structuralized and modularized design. Additionally, co-simulations can virtualize simulation of various thermo-hydraulic behaviors under the vehicle transient operational conditions. This article reviews relevant researching work and current advances in the ever broadening field of modern vehicle thermal management (VTM). Based on the systematic summaries of the design methods and applications of ITM, future tasks and proposals are presented. This article aims to promote innovation of ITM, strengthen the precise control and the performance predictable ability, furthermore, to enhance the level of research and development (R&D).
Introduction
The daily life and productivity of people worldwide now suffer great inconveniences brought about by environmental pollution, ecological damage, global warming and greenhouse effects [1, 2] . Faced with the dual pressures of energy supply and environmental protection, vehicle manufacturers are dedicated to developing the vehicle integrated thermal management (VITM) systems to satisfy the requirements of performance reliability, fuel economy and human thermal comfort of modern vehicles [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The concepts of vehicle thermal management (VTM) were firstly applied in the aviation and space industries, then in the 1970s researchers advocated employing it in the vehicle industry too [7, 8] . The modern vehicle integrated thermal management (VITM) system can realize rational and comprehensive control over thermodynamic processes in terms of power system integration [9] . The objects of VITM are various, depending on the different power systems. Hence, for an internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV), the ITM contains internal combustion engine (ICE) cooling, turbocharged cooling, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) cooling, lubrication cooling and air conditioning (AC) or heat pump (HP). As for electric vehicles (EVs), these can be classified into pure electric vehicles (PEVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) according to the different configuration mechanisms. For PEVs, the ITM mainly includes battery cooling/preheating, electrical motor, direct current to direct current converters (DC-DC) cooling and heat pump or air conditioning. Besides, the ITM of HEVs, considering the series, parallel and series-parallel mechanisms, combines ICE cooling and electric power system (EPS) cooling [1] . The classification of VITM is shown in Figure 1 . Although the power source differs between ICEVs and EVs, the essences of their VITM systems is identical, which can realize fuel economy, emission reduction and energy efficiency promotion via rational, effective and synergetic control over interrelated thermodynamic systems [5, 10, 11] . With the rapid development of computer technology, there exists more and more commercial software for VITM to analyze and simulate the multiple thermodynamic processes [12] [13] [14] . For example, the 1D program platform of Flowmaster can analyze the functional parameters on scale of system including flux, pressure, velocity and temperature variations under transient or steady conditions [15] . Compared to analysis of the hydraulic system, the 1D software KULI was developed for thermodynamic equilibrium and configuration matching for thermal dynamic components to ensure the performance of the power system, underhood cooling systems and HVAC [16] . Besides, there are plenty of 3D CFD software programs, which can be easily extendable to structuralized and modularized simulations. It is noted that LMS ImagineLab has developed AMESim, which can offer 1D/3D simulation to model and analyze multi-domain of intelligent systems, which can predict the hydraulic, pneumatic, electric or mechanical behavior of the system [17, 18] .
With the boom in visual simulation and computation, the integration of design, evaluation and manufacturing of vehicles with optimal overall performance is being implemented. Thus, scientific research institutions and vehicle manufacturers worldwide have attached much more importance to vehicle ITM. In 1996, the United States Department of Energy launched an extensive cooperation with automobile companies including Chrysler, Ford, and GM and formulated a vehicle energy-efficiency With the rapid development of computer technology, there exists more and more commercial software for VITM to analyze and simulate the multiple thermodynamic processes [12] [13] [14] . For example, the 1D program platform of Flowmaster can analyze the functional parameters on scale of system including flux, pressure, velocity and temperature variations under transient or steady conditions [15] . Compared to analysis of the hydraulic system, the 1D software KULI was developed for thermodynamic equilibrium and configuration matching for thermal dynamic components to ensure the performance of the power system, underhood cooling systems and HVAC [16] . Besides, there are plenty of 3D CFD software programs, which can be easily extendable to structuralized and modularized simulations. It is noted that LMS ImagineLab has developed AMESim, which can offer 1D/3D simulation to model and analyze multi-domain of intelligent systems, which can predict the hydraulic, pneumatic, electric or mechanical behavior of the system [17, 18] .
With the boom in visual simulation and computation, the integration of design, evaluation and manufacturing of vehicles with optimal overall performance is being implemented. Thus, scientific research institutions and vehicle manufacturers worldwide have attached much more importance to vehicle ITM. In 1996, the United States Department of Energy launched an extensive cooperation with automobile companies including Chrysler, Ford, and GM and formulated a vehicle energy-efficiency scheme for ITM with power system and HVAC coupling [19] . Thus, vehicle ITM has been regarded as one of the most potential and important vehicle technologies in the 21st century. The German Aerospace Center (DLR) worked with the British company Claytex Inc. to develop a VITM for an ICE, gearbox, electronic control unit based on simulation [20] . The South Korean carmaker Hyundai carried out VITM with multilevel control over coolant temperature of radiator and fan. To improve performance and mileage, in 2011, the Yokoyama from the Japanese company Hitachi developed a VITM system for electric vehicles called the "Thermal Link System", which can realize heat transfer from the exterior to the interior with a heat-pump cycle, and its interior heating is characterized with the utilization of the waste heat from the motor and the inverter [21] .
Compared to the developed countries, VITM development in China is still at a preliminary stage. Funded and supported by major projects, such as the national 863 plan, the national Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) and National Science and Technology, etc., Chinese scientific research institutions have explored ITM extensively and comprehensively to promote energy efficiency and light vehicle weight, and to strengthen precise control [22] . To stimulate the development of ITM in China, the Outline of the 13th Five-Year Plan clearly states the necessity of vehicle ITM for energy conservation and environmental protection. Hence, the VITM technology has been identified as one of the key technologies for sustainable and healthy vehicle development.
In order to pursue high efficiency and light weight automobile, as the important part of modern vehicle technology, the power system and its thermal management have attracted wide attention. Regarding ICEVs, ITM contains ICE cooling, turbo-charged cooling, EGR cooling, lubrication cooling and AC or HP. As for EVs, ITM mainly includes battery cooling/preheating, power electronics and electrical machines cooling and heat pump air conditioning. With the rational and comprehensive management of these mentioned thermal components, the modern VITM can realize collaborative optimization of multiple thermodynamic processes. Furthermore, with the booming in computer-aided calculation and simulation, especially for complex systems, the 1D programming can correlate multi-thermal components, with 3D simulations can develop structuralized and modularized designs, additionally, 1D/3D co-simulation can virtualize the simulation of various thermo-rheological behaviors. This article reviews the advances in modern vehicle thermal management and its numerical simulations, then presents some future tasks and proposals. This article aims to promote innovation in vehicle ITM, strengthen precise control and performance predictable ability, and further improve the level of research and development (R&D) in this area.
Advances in VTM
According to their different power sources, vehicles can be mainly classified into three groups: ICEVs, PEVs and HEVs [1, 23] , hence the research on the basic component s of vehicle thermal management (VTM) systems are quite different to some extent. In ICEVs, ITM involves ICE cooling, turbo-charged cooling, EGR cooling, lubrication cooling and AC or HP. Figure 2 presents a typical thermal management schematics diagram of an ICEV. EVs include PEVs and HEVs. In PEVs, ITM mainly includes battery cooling/preheating, electrical machine (EM) cooling and heat pump air conditioning, while in HEVs, the thermal management objects include the air conditioning system and EPS, which mainly includes battery cooling and electric machine cooling. Figure 3 shows a typical thermal management schematic diagram of a PEV. Besides, the energy characteristics of HEVs combine an internal combustion engine (ICE) and an electric power system (EPS). Figure 4 is a typical thermal management diagram of a HEV. 
Thermal Management for ICEVs

Basic Engine Cooling
Investigations on engine cooling has been performed since early in the 19th century [24] [25] [26] [27] . In 1958, Kling proposed a method for guiding radiator selection, which adopted a experiential design method to maintain the internal combustion engine body operation within the proper temperature range [28] . Taken experience as reference, this method fails to present accurately the matching relationship between cooling air flow rate and radiator heat dissipation capacity, resulting in systematical overcooling or overheating problems. Meanwhile, the experiential design method lacks predictabilty capacity and analytical accuracy [29, 30] .
An engine thermal management system providing precise cooling has been the trend to promote better dynamic performance and fuel economy [31] [32] [33] . In 1999, scholars from Bath University in the UK pointed out that precision cooling concept was at the foundation of recent ideas for advanced engine thermal management and employed electric water pumps to realize electronically control with low coolant flow rates [34] .
In order to improve engine thermal system management and fulfill the need of car manufacturers, VALEO developed the engine cooling system named THEMIS™ that included intelligent electrical fan, water valve and pump components and was used on four Mercedes A Class automobiles [35, 36] . It was also shown that the adjustment of fan speed according to the cooling airflow variables could reduce fuel consumption by 2~5% and CO emissions by 20% [37, 38] . Since 2003, Wagner and his colleagues from Clemson University have focused on investigation of electric temperature controlled thermostat valves in order to replace conventional wax valves [39] . The electric temperature controlled thermostat valve allows different temperature settings informed by the engine control unit (ECU) to realize real-time adjustment to the ratio flow to the radiator and to the bypass circuit [40] . With the emergence of electrical components, thermal management for engine cooling tends to be electrified nowadays, featuring modularization, integration and intelligence [41] [42] [43] [44] . 
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Combination with Other Cooling Circuits
In order to solve the ICEV emission problem, there are more and more heat exchangers, likewise, EGR coolers, charge air coolers (CACs), lubricant coolers and so on are being used, located in the compact underhood [45] [46] [47] . As for EGR, which can lower the in-cylinder combustion temperature to reduce pollutant emissions, its use emerged in the early 1970s [48] [49] [50] [51] . The effects of internal fin width, wave number, inscribed circle diameter and upwind distance on the heat transfer performance of EGR coolers have been a recent research focus [52] [53] [54] [55] . Besides, CACs are another extraordinarily effective method for increasing ICE power density, which have been studied since the 1980s [56] . Nowadays, with the promotion of liquid cooling applications, liquid cooling CAC have now replaced the conventional air cooling CAC, as liquid cooling CAC exhibits full boost power and a faster acceleration response, as well as better fuel economy compared to traditional air cooling CACs [56] [57] [58] [59] , and thus the overall packaging volume and compartment weight could be reduced [60, 61] . Additionally, to lower the lubricating oil temperature during cold start up, oil cooling systems began to be adopted in the 1990s [62, 63] , They are beneficial to reduce NOx and HC emissions [64, 65] . However, by placing together all the above thermal systems in the limited underhood space, significant amounts of heat will be expelled to the ambient [66] and would be very difficult to fulfill their requirements with a single circuit and to match their different thermal needs properly with each other [67, 68] .
To solve the mentioned bottleneck problems and improve the underhood heat dissipation capacity, it is urgent to search for a rational and effective ITM for ICEV design such as split cooling systems or multi-circuit cooling methods. Split cooling is helpful to deal with the packing of the unions of engine cooling and additional cooling systems within the existing engine and within the available vehicle underhood space [69] . Split cooling circuits usually employ two branches which operate at two different temperature levels in accordance with the established rules. The typical split cooling system-UltimateCooling™ system, which was introduced by VALEO in 2005 [70] , could renew the layout of the engine cooling system [71] .
The temperature levels of traditional single cooling circuits are always inappropriate for optimum engine, oil and charged air cooling. Moreover, the irrational design of scaling up heat exchangers and fan size not only occupies excessive space, but may also not suitable for actual operation conditions. Thus multiple cooling circuits allow reorganizing all these thermal requirements joining different functions more efficiently. Kim and Song [72] presented and patented the proposal to rearrange optimum temperature cooling, according to the different temperature demands among thermal engine requirements (higher temperature level) and oil and charge air requirements (lower temperature level). Therefore, this thermal management with two cooling circuits operating at different temperatures can increase at steady operating conditions overall engine efficiency and power. Cipollone [73] also introduced a mathematical investigation of engine double-cooling circuits with multiple temperature levels. The double-cooling circuit configuration has two cooling loops, one is a high temperature loop that ensures the cooling for the engine, oil, and EGR, and the other one is the low temperature loop that ensures the cooling of refrigerant and CAC. Through evaluations of the performance, this advanced thermal management did allow improvements in terms of engine warm-up, fuel savings and air boosting.
Coupling with Air Conditioning
As for ICEVs, the thermo-dynamic systems, such as engine cooling system, CAC, EGR cooling system, oil cooling system and AC, are packed in the reduced space available under the hood. The interactions between these subsystems are so complex that this presents new opportunities for integrated thermal management (ITM) systems, which combine AC with VTM for ICEV, to fulfill the different system operation temperature requirements. In recent years, for the purpose of improving vehicle thermal management and making the whole system more efficient, accurate and integrated, VITM technologies have been further explored, especially in subsystem integration such as for the thermal system and AC system, etc.
Thermo-dynamic components configuration optimization is not only an efficient method but also a significant design feature for ITM to improve vehicle fuel economy [74] . Compared to the conventional axial and side-by-side systems, a novel high performance radial compact cooling system (CCS) was developed by Soldner in 2001 [75] . To achieve better performance with less fan power and occupy a smaller space, General Motors Corporation worked with Delphi Automobile Systems Inc. [76] to propose a new condenser, fan, radiator and power train cooling module packaging configuration named CFRM. To relieve the phenomena of rising heat rejection, electric control of VITM was introduced to a light duty diesel truck in work supported of the National Automotive Center in 2005 [77] , featuring electric water pumps, an electric thermostat, electric fans, secondary cooling systems for the transmission and EGR, and a liquid-cooled charge air cooler. This advanced thermal management system allowed for individual control of different cooling circuits. In 2012, Mathur developed a new ITM called "SLIM" [78] . Its schematic diagram, shown in Figure 5 , includes a liquid-cooling AC condenser designed for cooling superheated refrigerant vapor, as well as a sub-radiator to provide cooling to the CAC and condenser. What's more, the development of electric control stimulates the multiple cooling circuit application [79] [80] [81] [82] . As recommended by Song from the Hyundai-Kia America Technical Center Inc. in 2014 [83] , the integrated LTC loop proposed in the secondary cooling strategy with the configurations of connected in series and parallel can meet different thermal components function requirements. Thermo-dynamic components configuration optimization is not only an efficient method but also a significant design feature for ITM to improve vehicle fuel economy [74] . Compared to the conventional axial and side-by-side systems, a novel high performance radial compact cooling system (CCS) was developed by Soldner in 2001 [75] . To achieve better performance with less fan power and occupy a smaller space, General Motors Corporation worked with Delphi Automobile Systems Inc. [76] to propose a new condenser, fan, radiator and power train cooling module packaging configuration named CFRM. To relieve the phenomena of rising heat rejection, electric control of VITM was introduced to a light duty diesel truck in work supported of the National Automotive Center in 2005 [77] , featuring electric water pumps, an electric thermostat, electric fans, secondary cooling systems for the transmission and EGR, and a liquid-cooled charge air cooler. This advanced thermal management system allowed for individual control of different cooling circuits. In 2012, Mathur developed a new ITM called "SLIM" [78] . Its schematic diagram, shown in Figure 5 , includes a liquid-cooling AC condenser designed for cooling superheated refrigerant vapor, as well as a subradiator to provide cooling to the CAC and condenser. What's more, the development of electric control stimulates the multiple cooling circuit application [79] [80] [81] [82] . As recommended by Song from the Hyundai-Kia America Technical Center Inc. in 2014 [83] , the integrated LTC loop proposed in the secondary cooling strategy with the configurations of connected in series and parallel can meet different thermal components function requirements. 
Thermal Management for Pure Electric Vehicle
Battery Cooling/Preheating
Restricted by the narrow space and complicated driving and operation conditions, the battery heat generation in modern electric vehicles is often excessive [84, 85] . This can lead to a sharp increase in the battery packing temperature and even thermal runaway. To optimize battery packing safety, it is desirable to operate Li-ion battery packing in a suitable operation temperature range of 20~40 °C [86] . Thus, it is necessary to conduct thermal management for battery cooling/pre-heating [87] with consideration of the number of cells, geometry and vehicle mass distribution [88] . It is generally wellknown that considering the different cooling media, the battery thermal management (BTM) approaches can be summarized as follows: air cooling, liquid cooling, heat pipes and PCM cooling [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . Different BTM methods each have their limitations and merits [93] . 
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Air cooling is the simplest approach in terms of mechanical structure. Forced-air cooling can mitigate the temperature rise, but it will inevitably cause a large non-uniform distribution of temperature in the batteries during severe driving conditions and at high operating temperatures [95] . Zolot et al. evaluated the air cooling thermal management of the battery pack applied in the Honda Insight and Toyota Prius [96, 97] . They deemed that air-cooling is not convenient for battery pack pre-heating in cold weather. Sabbah pointed that air cooling for battery heat dissipation is sometimes invalid. He also simulated and experimented with an air forced convection cooling method, and the results showed that battery temperature variation increased with air velocity, but even though air velocity continued to increase, the battery temperature was not controlled below 55 • C when the ambient temperature is 45 • C and the discharge rate is 6.67 • C [94] .
Then, a novel solution by using PCM for BTM was proposed for EV applications. PCM battery thermal management system was firstly demonstrated by Al-Hallaj and Selman [98] . Then, Kizilel designed a passive BTM, which used PCM to cool compact type 18650 batteries under high current and temperature conditions, and the results indicated that the battery temperature was kept in a reasonable range [89] . PCM cooling and heat pipe cooling belong to the passive controlling methods and battery pack weight and volume will increase at different levels. Actually, cost, passive control, materials election and volume expansion of PCM still restrict the application in EVs, and these problems need to be solved as a next step [99] .
Wu et al. adopted two heat pipes with aluminum fins attached to the cylindrical battery wall to mitigate the temperature rise. Their experimental and simulation results showed that the temperature rise is significantly reduced by heat pipes [100] . Jang adopted a loop cooling method for high efficiency cooling. The system combined a heat pipe and air cooling at the same time and its heating section was distributed on the surface of the battery with the fan blowing the air flow over the condenser section. Their experiments showed that the battery operating temperature was under 50 • C with pure water as medium and 45 • C with acetone [101] . Currently, many heat pipes for battery cooling investigations focus on weight reduction and performance improvement. Generally, there are several primary methods that include using lightweight metals, improving the wick structure, minimizing the size of devices and changing the working fluids, etc. [100, 102, 103] .
Compared to the BTM mentioned above, though the liquid cooling system is complex and has potential leakage problems, it is always effective and flexible for integration so liquid cooling can be a current popular method in battery pack thermal management applications. In contrast to the Nissan Leaf air cooling BTM system, liquid cooling thermal management systems are more effective for integrate, and have shown significant progress in reducing the response time during cold start up.
Aiming to keep the battery operation within the optimal temperature range, Yuan studied a liquid cooling/heating BTM with structural geometry optimization [104] . By combining simulation and optimization, the cooling plate surface temperature can be reduced by 2.61 • C, so as to improve the battery dynamic performance. Currently, the Chevrolet Volt, and Tesla Model S battery packs employ liquid cooling/heating battery thermal management adapted to various ambient conditions [105] [106] [107] . Chacko et al. evaluated the performance of liquid cooling battery pack thermal management systems and concluded that liquid cooling/heating would be one of the most promising means to achieve uniform battery temperature distributions thanks to its active control [108, 109] . Jarrett designed thin metal battery cooling plates, which included serpentine-channels. Heat would be conducted from the batteries into the cooling plate, and transported away by the coolant. The geometry of the channel had a significant impact on the operating characteristics of the cooling plate, which included route, width, length, etc. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) optimization results implied that both pressure and average temperature can be satisfied without compromising the temperature distribution uniformity [110] .
Electric Machine Cooling
Electric machines (EMs) are critical components used for traction and energy supply of PEVs and HEVs, whose temperature rises are due to energy losses in their windings and iron core [111] . Due to the higher loss densities for its high-speed and higher power densities, this represents an important challenge in thermal management of machines [112, 113] . The thermal management for the cooling medium of E-motor thermal management systems mainly includes air cooling and liquid cooling using water, oil and so on [114] [115] [116] .
As for air cooling for E-motors, it is necessary to adopt a suitable cooling structure to increase the cooling airflow rate [117] . Nakahama studied numerically the cooling airflow in a unidirectional ventilated open-type motor for EVs in 2006 [118] . They led the airflow in a motor through a ventilation path outside the stator iron core inside the frame and proposed a new optimal structure to improve E-motor cooling performance. To study the effect of optimal geometry on effective cooling, in 2011, Kimotho investigated and evaluated the thermal management of a 1.2 kW brushless DC permanent magnet motor [119] . He introduced a rectangular fin geometry on the motor housing. The simulation result showed that with a 10 mm deep fin on the housing, the heat transfer rate could be enhanced and the winding temperature could be reduced by up to 15%.
Air cooling friction losses may lead to a decrease of electric power system efficiency, so liquid cooling thermal management applications have attracted extensive interest for its better thermal conductivity [120, 121] . Compared to air cooling, this guiding structural liquid cooling thermal management method for E-motors can ensure high performance with a heat transfer coefficient increase by 60% [122] . Zheng [123] investigated a water cooling system with 12 water channels evenly distributed in the motor housing for the four quadrant transducer prototype machine of HEVs to provide a reference for parameter options. Besides, Park [124] applied a liquid cooling system for the power electronics of electric vehicles, which is comprised of cold plates, liquid pump, radiator and a plumbing network. With layout optimization he computed in his study the cooling performance including liquid flow rates, pressure drops, and maximum temperatures of the cooling system by numerical simulations.
Coupling with Air Conditioning
As for PEVs, although heat pump systems display higher performance characteristics compared to conventional AC and electrical heating systems and is gaining wide utilization, there still exist some problems or practical issues to be solved urgently [125] .
The first is to deal with HP operation with lower COP under cold environmental conditions. In 2004, Meyer et al. employed a new high pressure heat exchanger to replace the HP evaporator and condenser in order to prevent the deterioration of R134a heat pump performance under cold conditions [126] . Hosoz and Direk' revealed in 2013that heat pump operation could supply adequate heating capacity to the compartment only in mild weather conditions when the working fluid is R134a [127] . The system performance would decrease dramatically with decreasing outside ambient temperature. They suggested redesigning the exterior and interior heat exchangers and using a higher temperature heat source, which might be the options for improving heating mode performance.
The second one is to redesign the parameter optimization and performance matching of thermal components included HP systems and EPS. Cardol et al. [128] studied the DC/AC converter and the compressor of HP, and proposed a semi-empirical model for the prediction of the compressor work, mass flow rate, and discharge temperature. Kowsky [129] suggested in 2012 a new heat pump system which used a coolant to replace refrigerant passing and cooling for batteries, motors, and PCU, etc. Its refrigeration cycle was more compact for reduction of refrigerant and flow path.
Meanwhile, in order to maintain EV applications with safety, stable performance, mileage and energy savings, which are required of EV development, VITM technologies, especially in subsystem integration such as BTM systems, E-motor systems and HVAC systems, etc, should be further investigated. In 2011, General Motors designed an ITM system for the Chevrolet Volt electric vehicle. The VITM employs a 3-way valve to switch operating modes to cool and heat the battery. There are three coolant flow paths. As for the flow path "A", it permitted fast heating of the lithium-ion batteries under low temperature conditions. The flow path "B" was used for cooling the overheated batteries with coolant to dissipate heat to the R-134A refrigerant in the battery chiller. When the batteries operated stably, the coolant could flow into path "C" and then back to the pump with heat dissipating in the battery cooling radiator [130] . A sketch is shown in Figure 6 .
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Thermal Management for HEVs
ITM for Hybrid Power Sources
HEVs mainly include three mechanism designs: series, the parallel and parallel-series designs. In the series design, the vehicle's wheels are only rotated by the electric motor, which provides driving power, without the ICE [135, 136] . The ICE is only used as a generator which supplies electrical power for the electric motor (EM). The battery packing is for excess charge storage [137] . In the parallel HEV design, both the ICE and the EPS, including battery pack and EM, etc., can provide driving power to drive the vehicle's wheels independently or through mechanical coupling [138, 139] . Finally in the parallel-series hybrid design the vehicle has the flexibility to operate in either series or parallel mode. No matter what the mechanism design is, it is important to develop an efficient ITM for the hybrid power sources for HEV coupling of ICE and EPS aiming to improve vehicle dynamic performance [140] [141] [142] .
Based on the operational temperature characteristics of the thermal source components in HEVs, in 2004, Wang designed a cooling system embracing high and low temperature circulation loops to separate the high temperature components from the low temperature ones [143] . This ITM featured a double cooling circuit that can improve the coolant temperature of high temperature circulation, radiator heat transfer efficiency, as well as shorten the response time when cooling or preheating [144, 145] . To make a trade-off between fuel economy and configuration complexity, an instantaneous optimal control strategy of ITM is then developed and employed by Lang and Kitanoski, in 2007. The ITM featured three different cooling circuits to meet different energy sources' cooling requirements. The first one was an ICE cooling circuit with a temperature level roughly set at 95 • C. Additionally, the cooling circuit for the electrical system had a limitation of 75 • C. The last one was a battery cooling circuit. By co-simulation, the ITM behaviors were analyzed under various ambient conditions and vehicle loads [145] . The ITM design for a heavy duty military Series Hybrid Electric Vehicle was conducted by Park [146] , which included a vehicle cooling system (VCS), climate control system (CCS) and vehicle powertrain system. Together with research on the heat transfer, fluid mechanics, and thermodynamics, the authors simulated CCS parameter performance, including coolant pumps, fans, radiators, thermostats, and heat sources, to control the battery thermal behavior stably and reliably.
Coupling with Air Conditioning
As the result of the different power distribution and transmission between mechanical and electrical segments, the various power architectures possess various coupling characteristics of power flows among the power devices [147] . With the different integration of mechanical and electrical components, the ITM for HEV coupling air conditioning has been identified as a critical issue [148] [149] [150] .
To improve operating performance and reduce energy consumption, in 2010, in an annual merit review at the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Bennion applied the developed the analysis approach to the electric drive thermal management system to investigate potential integration opportunities with ICE and HVAC thermal management. This proposed VITM can be divided into two cooling loops, as shown in Figure 8 . The high temperature coolant loop serves for the engine and electric drive system and the low temperature coolant loop was for HVAC and electric drive systems. This provided an integrated approach to quantify the transient and continuous thermal requirement of individual components under various ranges of driving conditions [151] .
In 2014, supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Cao demonstrated an integrated control strategy for the thermal management of parallel HEVs, which was equipped with three fully independent cooling loops that each utilized their own separate radiator. The specific engine cooling loop to cool a 2.4 L E85 engine is shown in Figure 9 . The battery cooling system had two cooling loop circuits with a 2-way valve to distribute coolant through the radiator or the battery chiller to transfer heat to the AC system. Finally, the motor/MCU cooling loop was dedicated to prevent the important power electronics from overheating during use. It can be concluded that the VITM is suitable for real-time vehicle operations and energy conservation [152] . Additionally, researchers from Clemson University [153] investigated ITM for a hybridized mid-size truck for military applications and its control algorithms. The mentioned cooling system featured an electric-mechanical compressor, coolant pump and radiator fans, as well as a series of controllers. It can effectively regulate the battery pack, electric motors, and the internal combustion engine temperature through controlling the refrigerant compressor, coolant pump, and cooling fans. As a result, it can not only minimize the temperature fluctuations of the battery and ICE, but also reduce the overall auxiliary power consumption of the cooling system by 45% compared to a conventional cooling control method. independent cooling loops that each utilized their own separate radiator. The specific engine cooling loop to cool a 2.4 L E85 engine is shown in Figure 9 . The battery cooling system had two cooling loop circuits with a 2-way valve to distribute coolant through the radiator or the battery chiller to transfer heat to the AC system. Finally, the motor/MCU cooling loop was dedicated to prevent the important power electronics from overheating during use. It can be concluded that the VITM is suitable for realtime vehicle operations and energy conservation [152] . Additionally, researchers from Clemson University [153] investigated ITM for a hybridized mid-size truck for military applications and its control algorithms. The mentioned cooling system featured an electric-mechanical compressor, coolant pump and radiator fans, as well as a series of controllers. It can effectively regulate the battery pack, electric motors, and the internal combustion engine temperature through controlling the refrigerant compressor, coolant pump, and cooling fans. As a result, it can not only minimize the temperature fluctuations of the battery and ICE, but also reduce the overall auxiliary power consumption of the cooling system by 45% compared to a conventional cooling control method. independent cooling loops that each utilized their own separate radiator. The specific engine cooling loop to cool a 2.4 L E85 engine is shown in Figure 9 . The battery cooling system had two cooling loop circuits with a 2-way valve to distribute coolant through the radiator or the battery chiller to transfer heat to the AC system. Finally, the motor/MCU cooling loop was dedicated to prevent the important power electronics from overheating during use. It can be concluded that the VITM is suitable for realtime vehicle operations and energy conservation [152] . Additionally, researchers from Clemson University [153] investigated ITM for a hybridized mid-size truck for military applications and its control algorithms. The mentioned cooling system featured an electric-mechanical compressor, coolant pump and radiator fans, as well as a series of controllers. It can effectively regulate the battery pack, electric motors, and the internal combustion engine temperature through controlling the refrigerant compressor, coolant pump, and cooling fans. As a result, it can not only minimize the temperature fluctuations of the battery and ICE, but also reduce the overall auxiliary power consumption of the cooling system by 45% compared to a conventional cooling control method. In conclusion, for the thermal management of a PHEV, it is necessary to understand the performance and efficiency of the climate control system, which will influence the vehicle's sustainability objectives [154] . What's more, the designer should establish the ITM concept composed of air conditioning and heating system, EM cooling system, battery cooling/preheating system and ICE cooling system, no matter whether electricity or waste heat of hybrid power sources coupling ICE, EPS and AC will be utilized to construct an ITM.
R&D of Numerical Simulation for VITM
Overview
Since performing an experiment cannot provide optimized operation for vehicle pre-design and may be costly, an alternative method is to employ numerical computation and simulation to design a scientific and rational strategy for VITM [155] . With the development of synergy optimization for multiple thermal-dynamic components in the vehicle, a variety of numerical methods based on computational technologies have emerged, including one dimension simulation (1D), three dimension simulation (3D), and 1/3D co-simulation [156, 157] . Compared to experimental bench research, the computational numerical simulating technology have the advantages of lower cost, higher efficiency, more convenient operation, as well as being less time-consuming for VITM research [158] . Thus, numerical computation and simulation have been broadly applied for VITM [159, 160] .
In order to offer a flexibility strategy for VITM with rapid construction and modification, a transient capability 1-D modelling approach is identified to be applicable and convenient [161] . 1D simulation software requires less computation resources and has good prediction precision to satisfy the demands of actual engineering calculations. Typical 1D program commercial software includes programs such as AVL BOOST software, AMEsim, GT-SUITE, KULI and so on [162] . 1D simulation approaches have been proven to be very powerful and efficient when dealing with sophisticated cooling systems. They can perform thermal analysis of engine cooling or air conditioning systems that incorporate several different components involving radiators, condensers, evaporators, thermostats, coolant pumps, batteries and different cooling cycles, etc.
Additionally, 3D numerical simulation has advantages in reflecting the details thermo-dynamic and aerodynamic complex characteristic of ICE or EPS, like heat transfer, air flow velocity and temperature distribution, under various driving and ambient conditions [163] . There exist a variety of 3D program commercial software packages, such as Radtherm, Fluent, FRIE and STAR-CD. With the development of 3D numerical computation and simulation, it has gradually replaced the earlier experiential design methods of engine cooling systems, promoting the accuracy of matching cooling air flow rates with radiator heat dissipation capacity, as well as solving systematical problems of overcooling or overheating [164] . Every approach has its own merits and demerits [165, 166] . The 3D simulation approach simulates the distribution of temperature, velocity and pressure field and it also facilitates the structuration design and optimization, but 3D simulation actually has difficulties in describing the relevance between multi-thermodynamic cycle systems, which can be easily realized by the 1D approach. Likewise, the 1D simulation approaches can give a representation of internal mechanisms for different cycles, however, they have the drawback that they are limited to simulating the airflow distribution and real-time thermal-changes caused by structural optimization [167] .
To satisfy the requirement of both structural optimization and describe the relevance of multi-thermodynamic systems simultaneously, the combination of 1D and 3D co-simulation has gained significant attention [168] . Considering a real module simulation, such as the engine, pipes, bumper, crossbars, shroud, fan, battery, etc., which interact with the airflow field and might result in flow separation, cross flows, increased mixture, recirculation and pressure drop, etc., the 1D and 3D co-simulation is an approach that can integrate the advantages of the two simulation approaches while simultaneously eliminating the drawbacks [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] .
Co-Simulation for Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle
Taking the coupling solution of ICEV engine compartment thermal management as an example [170] , initially, 3D modelling is to predict the airflow distribution features, temperature field, and velocity field and so on. Then, the results are fed into a 1D program as boundary parameters. Correspondingly, the 1D model will feed the 3D model with boundary conditions, such as heat rejection on the air side or liquid side. This compliant technique of coupling two different dimension methodologies in a coupled manner can eliminate the need for repeatedly calculating 3D solutions for every vehicle operating condition. As reference and guidance for thermal management system design, the modeling approach is easily extendable to predict the effects of variations in any condition and improve the accuracy of the simulation calculations [171, 172] . During the process of 1D and 3D co-simulation, a problem that has to be resolved is the dependency on input data [173] . Co-simulation usually works as a closed loop simulation. By providing the transient boundary conditions obtained from the 1D model to the 3D domain and then feeding the output results of the CFD simulation back to the 1D environment, consequently, the impact of the results obtained during the CFD simulation on the rest of the domain can be captured [174] .
When Stroh et al. [172] analyzed the thermal efficiency of the engine cooling package as well as the HVAC system with 1D software (KULI) and various 3D approaches, they used KULI to transform the heat rejection based on experimental data into non-dimensional values and facilitated the 3D simulation and predictions for real-size components. It was further reported in [175] that a co-simulation employed the "CFDLink" to ensure data exchange in each numerical iteration step of 1D and 3D computation cycle. What's more, Kumar [4] applied the co-simulation of KULI, Fluent and the Software of Radtherm to study the engine cooling performance by evaluating radiator heat dissipation and top hose temperatures. Among them, the results of the 3D simulation were fed to KULI with boundary conditions such as convective coefficients to simulate the engine cooling system. To determine the thermal and mass flow distribution of a complete vehicle, ref. [176] gave an underhood co-simulation of 3D Star-ccm+ and 1D GT-SUITE. In this research, a 1D model of the cooling system was used to get the non-uniform boundary conditions for transient CFD simulations. Long [177] employed a FLUENT and KULI co-simulation approach to analyze the cooling performance of the cooling system of a heavy vehicle. In his study, a 3D virtual wind tunnel experiment model was conducted in FLUENT to evaluate the original cooling system and the integrated cooling system. Then the velocity matrix obtained from the 3D virtual wind tunnel experiment was imported into the KULI software to analyze the cooling performance differences between the original system and the integrated system. The conclusion was that the cooling performance of the integrated cooling system was superior to that of the original cooling system. Thus, it can be concluded that the 1D and 3D co-simulation approach has great potential to predict ITM for ICEV with acceptable accuracy and can improve ITM cooling performance [166, 178] . Shen [179] discovered that the flow field of the rear engine cabin was much more complicated and the error was much larger if only using the 1D model directly. He also pointed that the 1D and 3D co-simulation was superior for obtaining much more accurate results in the calculation for rear engine ITM. To explore the performance of the cooling system of a new ICEV after adding an air baffle, to change the rear structure of the bumper to improve the cooling efficiency of air induction, Liang [180] studied the 1D, 3D and joint 1D/3D simulation, respectively. The results showed the superiority of joint 1D/3D simulation in VITM analysis, which could distinguish that the cooling performance improvement of cooling airflow passing through the radiator increased by about 4.2% and the outlet coolant temperature of engine was reduced by 6.1 • C. Further research was conducted by Dimitriou [181] involving an ITM for a complex cylinder-to-cylinder EGR distribution structure of an internal combustion engine. The 1D/3D co-simulation could be a more appropriate solution through the comparison with an uncoupled simulation study. Because a small change in the initial conditions could have impact the output results of the 3D simulation, a validation as needed for the initial boundary conditions, but in the co-simulation study, a boundary condition exchange between 1D and 3D models can eliminate this problem. As the conventional CFD analysis for underhood thermal management for ICEV is quite time-consuming because of the complex geometry and flow distributions, the alternative of 1D/3D co-simulation for a full-scale model was introduced to reduce the analysis and design cycle time [182] [183] [184] .
Co-Simulation for Electric Vehicle
The distribution and uniformity of temperature is critical to the life-span and performance of a battery pack, therefore accurately modeling the complete thermal system is important [185] . When the battery temperature distribution is very uneven, or the temperature is too high or too low, it may lead to damage to the battery and even cause security problems. Therefore, the ITM for EV have become the core technologies of lithium-ion battery development. So far, by means of 1D/3D coupled simulation methods, the heat generation and dissipation of battery discharging and discharging can be modeled and analyzed [186, 187] .
In 1993, the researchers Newman [188] proposed 1D lumped parameter models that assumed that the positive and negative electrodes of the battery were homogeneous spherical granular porous media. Based on the porous electrode theory and the 1D Butler-Volmer dynamic equation, they described the electrochemical reaction at the solid electrolyte interface (SEI). In addition, according to the Fick law, they could analyze the diffusion process of lithium ions inside the electrode [189, 190] . Additionally, they applied the concentration diffusion equation to get the lithium-ion transportation in solid phase electrodes, liquid electrolytes and SEI [191] . The mentioned 1D lumped parameter models then were combined with 3D CFD simulation, through the coupling simulation of electric-thermal and chemical parameters, the researchers realized a representation and prediction of the spatial distribution of the concentration of lithium ion, liquid phase potential and temperature in the processes of charging and discharging [192] . In order to save computation time, a simplified co-simulated semi-empirical electrical and thermal model was proposed by Newman and Tiedemann [193, 194] , which assumed that the inner electrolyte cannot move [195] . After tests of battery discharging at various rates, the U-I polarization characteristic curve could be obtained and transformed into a specific linear expression with slope and intercept, then it was fed to the 3D CFD computation as a boundary condition [196, 197] . Gu [197] and Kim [198] then adopted this co-simulation approached to study the electro-thermal reaction mechanism of heat generation, and what's more, they conducted a modification to the slope and intercept of linear expression at room temperature of 25 • C and low environmental temperature of 0 • C.
The direct 3D simulation for ITM of EV may have the disadvantage of a lack of control strategy [199] , but the 1D and 3D co-simulation can be compensate for integration with ITM structural optimization and its real-time control, which can eliminate the deficiency in prediction and insufficiency of the hardware design for EV ITM [164] . Wang. C [200] has proposed a method of 1D and 3D coupled-simulation for a battery ITM with controlling the liquid flow and operation of the heating and cooling system, so as to improve the temperature uniformity performance. The 3D model established a real-scale battery pack that provided temperature data for the cooling and heating systems (including pumps, fans, radiators, and heaters), which were built by Matlab. When the data reached to the setting highest and the lowest value, 1D simulation worked as the control unit and conducted adjustment according to control strategy to ITM, such as pump or fan speed, heating and cooling components opening and closing and output power. In order to reflect the whole vehicle's mechanical characteristics under driving cycle conditions, Liao [201] introduced the method of mechanical-electrical co-simulation. A full-scale vehicle model was built by ADAMS, and then the co-simulation experiment was performed under various running conditions of accelerating on a low traction road. The accurate of the controlling performance with co-simulation method was then validated according to the experiment. Xia [202] successfully proposed a design scheme of ITM for a HEV by using 1D and 3D combined calculations. The 1D method was used to analyze the key parameters in the 3D battery model, such as velocity, pressure, and temperature. A further study was conducted by Lewis in 2012 [203] which introduced a complete thermal modeling methodology that offers approaches for modeling ITM combining the benefits of 1D ADFlo software and 3D CFD models in a single system, which can greatly reduce the model development and analysis time. The 1D system was developed to balance the flow of the coolant in a 3D solid model of the battery to ensure an even temperature distribution. Additionally, at the SAE World Congress of 2017, Kandasamy [204] proposed an integrated 1D/3D CFD approach to evaluate the sensitivity of the impact of various vehicle climate control strategies (cabin cool down) on the battery energy state of charge and consequent driving range. Like Wang [205] , he conducted a virtual wind test of the radiator under different conditions by CFD 3D simulation, and then he imported the calculation results into the 1D KULI software to optimize the matching of the cooling system, and eventually determined the minimum radiator size to meet the cooling requirements. Furthermore, pondering 1D and 3D co-simulation distinguished the availability of information processing with a cost and time reduction, therefore, more and more vehicle manufacturing companies are applying this approach in their IVM coupling of different components [206, 207] . In 2001, Seider from BMW developed a co-simulation strategy to predict the thermal management performance with high complexity for application in ZF 5-speed cars. The vehicle transmission with torque converter and controlled torque converter clutch was modeled by GT-Cool and the flow and temperature calculation was done by the CFD solver Star HPC, which can ensure the generality of the model for different vehicle speeds under different driving conditions [207] . Subsequently, Ford Motor Co. applied a coupled approach of 1D and 3D co-simulation to an engine cooling thermal management problem. The methodology allowed a large number of rapid 1-D solutions to be performed based on 3-D simulations to provide accurate simulation results for transient hydraulic flows and temperatures [208] .
In conclusion, by means of the 1D and 3D co-simulation, the development cycle of the power battery package design can be obviously shortened, the performance of the ITM of EV can be obviously improved, and additonally the development cost can be reduced [209] . It's also an appropriate alternative method to analyze the thermal runaway of a battery, which is a case of spontaneous combustion or thermal explosion of an exothermic system [210, 211] .
Simulation Samples of Authors' Team
The goals for high quality ITM are to promote the fuel economy, reduce pollutants emission, increase the power output and lower the vehicle maintenance charge with the enhancement of adaptive operational capacity to environmental and driving conditions. Since the middle of the 1990s, the author's research team has examined foreign advanced ITM design schemes and then began to analyze systematically vehicle dynamic performance promotion and energy conservation based on the proposed thermal management approaches [212, 213] .
ITM for ICEV
Since 2007, our research group has focused on the ICE thermal management technology and produced thermal management schemes including engine basic cooling, turbo-charged cooling and charged air inter cooling based on the co-simulation [214] . Figure 10 is the combination of a 1D and 3D scheme of ITM for ICE, produced by the authors' research group. Through this approach, the parameters of oil cooling, engine cooling and turbo-charged cooling and charged air intercooling system can be flexibly described and optimized with the 1D program, and heat flow, the heat interaction of multiple thermodynamic systems and the velocity and temperature distribution are studied in detail with 3D CFD models.
This integrated simulation approach of under-hood thermal management realizes the integrated simulation of the 1D and 3D using the integrated control module compiled with a MATLAB routine. What's more, it not only realizes areasonable matching and configuration optimization of cooling components in the underhood area but also provides prediction ability for underhood heat dissipation performance and high-temperature heat-harm analysis, which are identified as one of the key points in thermal management [215, 216] . On the basis of current TM for ICE containing configuration matching, optimization and evaluation, the authors' research group proposed the integration thermal management for ICE coupling with air conditioning to interpret the interactional characteristic of heat flow, cooling performance and underhood structural optimization design. Through a numerical wind tunnel simulation method, the whole vehicle aerodynamic performance and heat transfer characteristic under various ambient and driving conditions can then be assessed and analyzed [217, 218] . Besides, the group has programmed software with association of the model, module and algorithm in order to implementation the 1D/3D co-simulation. With these softwares, named Multi-thermal System Analysis Software of Integration Thermal Management for Engine compartment based on Equivalent Wind Tunnel Simulation and Heat Exchanger Characteristics Performance Analysis Software the complex thermal interactions among multiple thermal components under-hood aerodynamics and heat transfer behavior with association of an air conditioning system can be analyzed and considered, which include charged air inter-cooler, oil cooler, engine cooling radiator and condenser. With the software predesign, the coupling characteristics of the thermal state and heat flow can be optimized and the synergy controlled, and this can provide the possibility for research on cabin thermal comfort and cabin airflow and temperature distribution optimization [218] . Then the steady and transient simulation and computation of vehicle dynamic performance can be achieved through this association of the numerical program and the experimental data of multiple thermal components. Figure 11 describes the advanced VITM in a synergetic process of underhood cooling and air conditioning discussed in [217] , which can guarantee thermo-dynamic systems operation under optimum conditions.
ITM for EV
Currently, on the basis of the dynamic requirements of EPS, the team has explored electric vehicle thermal management technologies and established integrated VTM systems by liquid circulation with HP application for preheating and cooling battery packing [219, 220] .
On account of the abundant research work on battery thermal management with heat pump utilization, in 2013, the team of researchers expanded a comprehensive cooperation with the founder of China's automobile industry, FAW Group, in a strategy to build integration control and management of EPS with HP for their own brand PEV. Through computational programs and algorithm proposals, ITM design development and performance analytical estimates, an ITM framework for PEV can be established, which unites the electrical machines' thermal management, battery packing thermal management and heat pump preheating/cooling system [221, 222] . This framework is shown in Figure 12 . On the basis of current TM for ICE containing configuration matching, optimization and evaluation, the authors' research group proposed the integration thermal management for ICE coupling with air conditioning to interpret the interactional characteristic of heat flow, cooling performance and underhood structural optimization design. Through a numerical wind tunnel simulation method, the whole vehicle aerodynamic performance and heat transfer characteristic under various ambient and driving conditions can then be assessed and analyzed [217, 218] . Besides, the group has programmed software with association of the model, module and algorithm in order to implementation the 1D/3D co-simulation. With these softwares, named Multi-thermal System Analysis Software of Integration Thermal Management for Engine compartment based on Equivalent Wind Tunnel Simulation and Heat Exchanger Characteristics Performance Analysis Software the complex thermal interactions among multiple thermal components under-hood aerodynamics and heat transfer behavior with association of an air conditioning system can be analyzed and considered, which include charged air inter-cooler, oil cooler, engine cooling radiator and condenser. With the software predesign, the coupling characteristics of the thermal state and heat flow can be optimized and the synergy controlled, and this can provide the possibility for research on cabin thermal comfort and cabin airflow and temperature distribution optimization [218] . Then the steady and transient simulation and computation of vehicle dynamic performance can be achieved through this association of the numerical program and the experimental data of multiple thermal components. Figure 11 describes the advanced VITM in a synergetic process of underhood cooling and air conditioning discussed in [217] , which can guarantee thermo-dynamic systems operation under optimum conditions.
On account of the abundant research work on battery thermal management with heat pump utilization, in 2013, the team of researchers expanded a comprehensive cooperation with the founder of China's automobile industry, FAW Group, in a strategy to build integration control and management of EPS with HP for their own brand PEV. Through computational programs and algorithm proposals, ITM design development and performance analytical estimates, an ITM framework for PEV can be established, which unites the electrical machines' thermal management, battery packing thermal management and heat pump preheating/cooling system [221, 222] . This framework is shown in Figure 12 . With the liquid circulation a working mechanism of electrical machines, battery packing and heat pump with interaction and combination can be achieved. Under hot ambient conditions, the heat generated from electric machines and the battery can be cooled by a heat pump through liquid circulation. In cold conditions, with the commutation function of a 4-way valve on the heat pump, the battery packing can be pre-heated in cold start-up and the passenger compartment will be warmed. This realizes the subtle climate control and active thermal management of PEV under various conditions. Besides, it can prolong the lifespan of dynamic battery packing and electric machines, as well as, improve the energy-efficiency of vehicle [222, 223] . Taking the sheet battery results as an example, the data fully illustrates that, compared to the conventional Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) cooling/preheating method, BTM based on heat pump With the liquid circulation a working mechanism of electrical machines, battery packing and heat pump with interaction and combination can be achieved. Under hot ambient conditions, the heat generated from electric machines and the battery can be cooled by a heat pump through liquid circulation. In cold conditions, with the commutation function of a 4-way valve on the heat pump, the battery packing can be pre-heated in cold start-up and the passenger compartment will be warmed. This realizes the subtle climate control and active thermal management of PEV under various conditions. Besides, it can prolong the lifespan of dynamic battery packing and electric machines, as well as, improve the energy-efficiency of vehicle [222, 223] . Taking the sheet battery results as an example, the data fully illustrates that, compared to the conventional Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) cooling/preheating method, BTM based on heat pump With the liquid circulation a working mechanism of electrical machines, battery packing and heat pump with interaction and combination can be achieved. Under hot ambient conditions, the heat generated from electric machines and the battery can be cooled by a heat pump through liquid circulation. In cold conditions, with the commutation function of a 4-way valve on the heat pump, the battery packing can be pre-heated in cold start-up and the passenger compartment will be warmed. This realizes the subtle climate control and active thermal management of PEV under various conditions. Besides, it can prolong the lifespan of dynamic battery packing and electric machines, as well as, improve the energy-efficiency of vehicle [222, 223] . Taking the sheet battery results as an example, the data fully illustrates that, compared to the conventional Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) cooling/preheating method, BTM based on heat pump preheating/cooling can be a good solution for PEV and HEV cold star-up [223, 224] . The data of preheating and cooling are shown in Figure 13 . In the process of preheating, the average temperature of the battery with heat pump utilization, can be increased much more quickly to the appropriate temperature of 20 • C from −10 • C. In the cooling process, the average temperature of battery packing with heat pump decreases much more rapidly to the proper temperature of 40 • C from the initial 45 • C. Consequently, the liquid circulation of heat pump application can effectively shorten the response times of preheating and cooling for batteries [224, 225] . preheating/cooling can be a good solution for PEV and HEV cold star-up [223, 224] . The data of preheating and cooling are shown in Figure 13 . In the process of preheating, the average temperature of the battery with heat pump utilization, can be increased much more quickly to the appropriate temperature of 20 °C from −10 °C. In the cooling process, the average temperature of battery packing with heat pump decreases much more rapidly to the proper temperature of 40 °C from the initial 45 °C. Consequently, the liquid circulation of heat pump application can effectively shorten the response times of preheating and cooling for batteries [224, 225] .
(a) Pre-heating (b) cooling Figure 13 . The data of preheating and cooling.
Future Tasks and Proposals
After our review of the typical VTM application in ICEV, PEV and HEV, some strategic suggestions are proposed, so as to offer a comprehensive and powerful reference for the deeper understanding and more extensive exploration of the subject in future. Actually, to satisfy the needs of R&D of VTM, the proposal can guide the VTM innovation, development and implementation, and further facilitate vehicle energy-efficiency and conservation. The main content of future tasks and proposals are generalized as follows:
(1) Exploring energy-conservation innovation in the mechanism and control strategy of vehicle AC can guarantee human bio-thermal comfort. The air supply according to variable thermal loads in transient dynamic driving process, as well as air vertical and zonal distribution pattern according to human bio-thermal comfort can save energy and reduce energy consumption. (2) Deep insight should be gained about the thermal-hydraulic interactions and characteristics, such as some thermal phenomena and behaviors, temperature gradient aberration, and heat hysteresis, among the power-dynamic systems integrated with air conditioning system both in ICEV, PEV and HEV, which are packed in a modern compact underhood. With TM of heat transfer deterioration solutions and configuration optimization of thermal-dynamic devices, the heat and mass transfer can be enhanced, and additionally, the aerodynamic and heat transfer of multi-heat sources and multi-loops within small-scale spatial structure can be precisely adjusted. (3) The synergistic and systemic control strategy for functional optimization, efficient mechanism, critical parameters of multi thermal-dynamic systems, including the stability controllability and maneuverability, should be emphasized and established via theoretical model analysis and diversified numerical simulation based on experimental validation and verification. (4) Optimizing heat transfer structural design and active thermal control and management for EPS during vehicle operation is worthy of attention, especially to improve EPS thermo-stability, based on figuring EPS action mechanism and the transient performances and response of power electrics, thermal runaway prevention including the signal detection, parametric identification principle, the diagnosis mechanism, and fire-fighting precautions should be definitely established. (5) Analysis of the mechanism of correlation and operation, and feedback principle and multi- 
(1) Exploring energy-conservation innovation in the mechanism and control strategy of vehicle AC can guarantee human bio-thermal comfort. The air supply according to variable thermal loads in transient dynamic driving process, as well as air vertical and zonal distribution pattern according to human bio-thermal comfort can save energy and reduce energy consumption. (2) Deep insight should be gained about the thermal-hydraulic interactions and characteristics, such as some thermal phenomena and behaviors, temperature gradient aberration, and heat hysteresis, among the power-dynamic systems integrated with air conditioning system both in ICEV, PEV and HEV, which are packed in a modern compact underhood. With TM of heat transfer deterioration solutions and configuration optimization of thermal-dynamic devices, the heat and mass transfer can be enhanced, and additionally, the aerodynamic and heat transfer of multi-heat sources and multi-loops within small-scale spatial structure can be precisely adjusted. (3) The synergistic and systemic control strategy for functional optimization, efficient mechanism, critical parameters of multi thermal-dynamic systems, including the stability controllability and maneuverability, should be emphasized and established via theoretical model analysis and diversified numerical simulation based on experimental validation and verification. (4) Optimizing heat transfer structural design and active thermal control and management for EPS during vehicle operation is worthy of attention, especially to improve EPS thermo-stability, based on figuring EPS action mechanism and the transient performances and response of power electrics, thermal runaway prevention including the signal detection, parametric identification principle, the diagnosis mechanism, and fire-fighting precautions should be definitely established. (5) Analysis of the mechanism of correlation and operation, and feedback principle and multi-coupling collaboration of ITM for EPS and AC, is necessary for precise thermal control to guarantee battery uniformity, shorten the transient response time in cooling/preheating processes, and optimize power dynamic performance.
The integrated thermal management of ICEV, PEV and HEV, have synergistic effects on thermal process optimizing and safety controlling. As one of vehicle core technologies, aimed at improving and promoting ITM utilization in ICEV, PEV and HEV, fundamental investigations with foresight exploration and innovation should be developed. It can be promising for the automobile manufacture and industry, further research of these mentioned solutions will strengthen theoretical understanding, and facilitate the progress, and provide powerful platform and reference for energy efficiency and conservation worldwide.
Conclusions
With the continuous progress in vehicle technology, ITM aimed at pursuing optimal performance and light weight has attracted widespread attention. According to the different power sources, the research objects of VITM are quite different to some extent. Regarding ICEVs, their thermal management systems contain ICE cooling, turbo-charged cooling, exhaust gas recirculation cooling, lubrication cooling and air conditioning or heat pump. As for electric vehicles, thermal management coverage mainly includes battery cooling/preheating, power electronics and electrical machines cooling and heat pump air conditioning. With the rational effective and comprehensive control over these mentioned dynamic device and thermal components, the modern vehicle TM can realize collaborative optimization of multiple thermodynamic processes in terms of system integration. Furthermore, the computer-assisted calculation and simulation has become the major design approach, especially for complex ITM systems. 1D programming can link multi-thermal components to the association, while 3D simulation can complete structuralized and modularized design, additionally, and 1D/3D co-simulation can virtualize the simulation of various thermo-hydraulic behaviors under transient vehicle operational conditions. This article reviews the advances in modern vehicle thermal management research work, which has promoted vehicle industry R&D. On the basis of the systematic summaries and combing the design method and technology application of ITM, this article presents the future tasks and proposals aimed at promoting innovation of vehicle ITM, strengthen the precise control and performance predictability and further enhance the level of R&D.
